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	Ruby Programming, 9781111222376 (1111222371), Course Technology PTR, 2010

	Ruby is an object-oriented, interpreted programming language. It is
	object-oriented in that it views (and interacts with) everything as an
	object. Ruby is interpreted in that its programs are compiled and executed
	by an interpreter at runtime. Th is allows you to make changes
	to your Ruby programs and then immediately run the programs to
	see how they work, without having to go through the extensive compilation
	that is required by many other programming languages.


	Ruby is a cross-platform programming language, which means that
	its programs can run on Windows, Mac OS X, UNIX, Linux, and
	many other operating systems. Th is allows you to leverage your Ruby
	programming skills, maximizing the investment you’ve made in
	learning Ruby. You can even apply your Ruby programming skills to
	the development of web applications, using a specialized Ruby framework known as Ruby on Rails.


	Ruby is easy to learn, yet quite powerful. Th is makes it an excellent
	choice for fi rst-time programmers. It is a great programming language
	for tackling all kinds of small tasks. At the same time, Ruby is powerful
	enough to support the development of the most complicated programming
	tasks, making it a great language for experienced programmers
	looking for an advanced object-oriented programming language.


	Best of all, Ruby is free. If your computer is running on a UNIX or
	Linux operating system, Ruby may already be installed. If not, you
	can download and install it directly from the Internet. Free installation
	packages are available for Microsoft Windows users as well. Th is
	book is dedicated to teaching you what you need to know to begin
	programming with Ruby. By the time you have fi nished this book,
	you will have developed a good understanding of the fundamentals of
	Ruby programming and will have a solid foundation to build upon in
	becoming an eff ective Ruby programmer.
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Databases DeMYSTiFieD, 2nd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Learning DATABASE fundamentals just got a whole lot EASIER!


	Now you can design, build, and manage a fully functional database with ease. Thoroughly updated to cover the latest technologies and techniques, Databases Demystified, Second Edition gives you the hands-on help you need to get started.


	Written in a...


		

The Coming of Materials Science (Pergamon Materials Series)Pergamon, 2001
Hardbound. The Coming of Materials Science both covers the discipline of materials science, and draws an impressionistic map of the present state of the subject.    

The first chapter examines the emergence of the materials science concept, in both academe and industry.  The second and third chapters delve back into the prehistory of...


		

Oracle Database 11g Release 2 High Availability: Maximize Your Availability with Grid Infrastructure, RAC and Data GuardMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	In the first edition of this book, we focused on what we called the "High Availability Database Administrator." However, that term led G to the question of just what is meant by High Availability? As a term bandied about among database administrators, this can have different meanings depending on who is interpreting it, who has to...





	

Up to Speed with SwingManning Publications, 1999
Stephen Gutz's competent book about one of Java's graphical user interface (GUI)-building technologies covers everything you'd want in a Swing book--layouts, events, all the components, and more. Gutz focuses on the interface components, detailing buttons, text elements, and tables. Throughout, his code is clear and easy to follow, and a chapter...

		

20,000 Leagues under the Sea: Complete and UnabridgedSignet, 1969
Founded in 1906 by J.M. Dent, the Everyman Library has   always tried to make the best books ever written available to the   greatest number of people at the lowest possible price. Unique editorial   features that help Everyman Paperback Classics stand out from the crowd   include: a leading scholar or literary critic's introduction to the text,...

		

Building Dashboards with Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 and Excel 2013Packt Publishing, 2013

	Microsoft Dynamics GP and Excel are made for each other. With this book you'll learn to use Excel to present the information contained in Dynamics in a data-rich dashboard. Step-by-step instructions come with real-life examples.


	Overview

	
		Build a dashboard using Excel 2013 with information from...
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